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abstract
A new method for the localization of the regions where small scale turbulent fluctuations are present in
hypersonic flows is applied to the large-eddy simulation (LES) of a compressible turbulent jet with an
initial Mach number equal to 5. The localization method used is called selective LES and is based on the
exploitation of a scalar probe function f which represents the magnitude of the stretching–tilting term of
the vorticity equation normalized with the enstrophy (Tordella et al., 2007) [3]. For a fully developed
turbulent field of fluctuations, statistical analysis shows that the probability that f is larger than 2 is
almost zero, and, for any given threshold, it is larger if the flow is under-resolved. By computing the spatial
field of f in each instantaneous realization of the simulation it is possible to locate the regions where the
magnitude of the normalized vortical stretching–tilting is anomalously high. The sub-grid model is then
introduced into the governing equations in such regions only. The results of the selective LES simulation
are compared with those of a standard LES, where the sub-grid terms are used in the whole domain,
and with those of a standard Euler simulation with the same resolution. The comparison is carried out
by assuming as reference field a higher resolution Euler simulation of the same jet. It is shown that the
selective LES modifies the dynamic properties of the flow to a lesser extent with respect to the classical LES.
In particular, the prediction of the enstrophy, mean velocity and density distributions and of the energy
and density spectra are substantially improved.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction: the small scale detection criterion
Turbulent flows in many different physical and engineering
applications have a Reynolds number so high that a direct numerical simulation of the Navier–Stokes equations (DNS) is not feasible. The large-eddy simulation (LES) is a method in which the large
scales of turbulence only are directly solved while the effects of the
small-scale motions are modelled. The mass, momentum and energy equations are filtered in space in order to obtain the governing
equation for the large scale motions. The momentum and energy
transport at the large-scale level due to the unresolved scales is
represented by the so-called subgrid terms. Standard models for
such terms, as, for example, the widely used Smagorinsky model,
are based on the assumption that the unresolved scales are present
in the whole domain and that turbulence is in equilibrium at subgrid scales (see, e.g., [1,2]). This hypothesis can be questionable in
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free, transitional and highly compressible turbulent flows where
subgrid scales, that is fluctuations on a scale smaller than the space
filter size, are not simultaneously present in the whole domain.
In such situations, subgrid models such as Smagorinsky’s overestimate the energy flow toward subgrid scales and, from the point of
view of the large, resolved, scales, they appear as over-dissipative
by exceedingly damping the large-scale motion.
For instance, simulation of astrophysical jets could suffer from
such limitation. In this regard, any improvement of the LES
methodology is opportune. Astrophysical flows occur in very large
sets of spatial scales and velocities, are highly compressible (Mach
number up to 102 ) and have a Reynolds number which can exceed
1013 , so that only the largest scales of the flow can be resolved
even by the largest simulation in the foreseeable future. As a consequence, today, in this field, LES appears as a feasible simulation
method able to predict the unsteady system behaviour.
We have recently proposed a simple method to localize the
regions where the flow is underresolved [3]. The criterion is based
on the introduction of a local functional of vorticity and velocity
gradients. The regions where the fluctuations are unresolved are
located by means of the scalar probe function [3] which is based
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on the vortical stretching–tilting sensor:
f (u, ω) =

|(ω − ω) · ∇(u − u)|
|ω − ω |2

(1)

where u is the velocity vector, ω = ∇ × u is the vorticity
vector and the overbar indicates the statistical average. Function
(1) is a normalized scalar form of the vortex-stretching term that
represents the inertial generation of three dimensional vortical
small scales inside the vorticity equation. When the flow is three
dimensional and rich in small scales f is necessarily different from
zero, while, on the other hand, it is instead equal to zero in a twodimensional vortical flow where the vortical stretching is absent.
The mean flow is subtracted from the velocity and vorticity fields
in order to consider the fluctuating part of the field only.
A priori test of the spatial distribution of functional test have
been performed by computing the statistical distribution of f in a
fully resolved turbulent fluctuation field (DNS of a homogeneous
and isotropic turbulent flow (10243 , Reλ = 230, data from [4]))
and in some unresolved instances obtained by filtering this DNS
field on coarser grids (from 5123 to 643 ). It has been shown [3] that
the probability that f assumes values larger than a given threshold
tω is always higher in the filtered fields and increases when the
resolution is reduced. The difference between the probabilities
in fully resolved and in filtered turbulence is maximum when tω
is in the range [0.4, 0.5] for all resolutions. In such a range the
probability p(f ≥ tω ) that f is larger than tω in the less resolved
field is about twice the probability in the DNS field. Furthermore,
beyond this range this probability normalized over that of resolved
DNS fields it is gradually increasing becoming infinitely larger.
From that it is possible to introduce a threshold tω on the values
of f , such that, when f assumes larger values the field could be
considered locally unresolved and should benefit from the local
activation of the Large Eddy Simulation method (LES) by inserting
a subgrid scale term in the motion equation. The values of this
threshold is arbitrary, as there is no sharp cut, but it can be
reasonably chosen as the one which gives the maximum difference
between the probability p(f ≥ tω ) in the resolved and unresolved
fields. This leads to tω ≈ 0.4. Furthermore, it should be noted that
the Morkovin hypothesis, stating that the compressibility effects
do not have much influence on the turbulence dynamics, apart
from varying the local fluid properties [5], allows to apply the same
value of the threshold in compressible and incompressible flows.
Such value of the threshold has been used to investigate the
presence of regions with anomalously high values of the functional
f , by performing a set of a priori tests on existing Euler simulations
of the temporal evolution of a perturbed cylindrical hypersonic
light jet with an initial Mach number equal to 5 and ten times
lighter than the surrounding external ambient [3]. When the effect
of the introduction of subgrid scale terms in the transport equation
is extrapolated from those a priori tests, they positively compare
with experimental results and show the convenience of the use of
such a procedure [3,6,7].
In this paper we present large-eddy simulations of this temporal evolving jet, where the subgrid terms are selectively introduced
in the transport equations by means of the local stretching criterion [3]. The aim is not to model a specific jet, but instead to understand, from a physical point of view, the differences introduced by
the presence of sub-grid terms in the under-resolved simulations
of hypersonic jets.
Our localization procedure selects the regions where subgrid
terms are applied and, as such, its effect could be considered equivalent to a model coefficient modulation, as the one obtained by the
dynamic procedure [8] or by the use of improved eddy viscosity
Smagorinsky-like models like Vreman’s model [9], which gives a
low eddy viscosity in non turbulent regions of the flow. However,
it operates differently because it is completely uncoupled from the

subgrid scale model used as, unlike the common practical implementations of the dynamic procedure, does not require ensemble
averaging to prevent unstable eddy viscosity. Other alternatives,
such as the approximate deconvolution model [10], are more complicated than the present selective procedure because involve filter
inversion and the use of a dynamic relaxation term. The computational overload of the selective filtering is modest and can make
LES an affordable alternative to a higher resolution inviscid simulation: the selective LES increases the computing time of about
one-third with respect to an Euler simulation, while the doubling
of the resolution can increase the computing time by a factor of
sixteen.
2. Flow configuration and the numerical method
We have simulated the temporal evolution of a three dimensional jet in a parallelepiped domain with periodicity conditions
along the longitudinal direction. The flow is governed by the ideal
fluid equations (mono-atomic gas flow) for mass, momentum, and
energy conservation. The beam is considered thermally confined
by the external medium, and the initial pressure is set uniform
in the entire domain. In the astrophysical context, this formulation is usually considered to approximate the temporal hydrodynamic evolution inside a spatial window of interstellar jets, which
are highly compressible collimated jets characterized by Reynolds
numbers of the order 1010−15 . See for example, the Herbig–Haro
jets HH24, HH34 and HH47 [11,12]. We do not consider the effect
of the radiative cooling, which can change the jet dynamics substantially (see, e.g. [13,14]). The transient evolution includes basically two principal mechanism, the growth and evolution of
internal shocks and the dynamics of the mixing process originated
by the nonlinear development of the Kelvin Helmholtz instability.
The analysis is carried out through hydro-dynamical simulations
by considering only a fraction of the beam which is far from its base
and head. Due to the use of the periodic boundary conditions, the
jet material is continually processed by the earlier evolution because of the multiple transits though the computational domain.
In this way, the focus is put on the instability evolution and on the
interaction between the jet and the external medium, rather than
an analysis of the global evolution of the jet.
It is known that the numerical solution of a system of ideal
conservation laws (such as the Euler equations) actually produces
the equivalent solution of another modified system with additional
diffusion terms. With the discretizations used in this study it
possible to estimate a posteriori that the numerical viscosity
implies an actual Reynolds number of about 103 . In such a situation
it is clear that the addition into the governing equations of the
diffusive–dissipative terms relevant to a Reynolds number in the
range 1010−15 would be meaningless. The formulation used is thus
the following:

∂  
∂ρ
+
ρ ui = 0
∂t
∂ xi

∂(ρ uk )
∂ 
∂
+
ρ ui uk + pδik =
H (fLES − tω ) τikSGS
∂t
∂ xi
∂ xi

∂E
∂ 
∂
+
(E + p)ui =
H (fLES − tω )qSGS
i
∂t
∂ xi
∂ xi

(2)
(3)
(4)

where the field variables p, ρ and ui and E are the filtered pressure, density, velocity, and total energy respectively. The ratio of
specific heats γ is equal to 5/3. Here τikSGS and qSGS
are the subi
grid stress tensor and total enthalpy flow, respectively. Function
H (·) is the Heaviside step function, thus the subgrid scale fluxes
are applied only in the regions where f > tω . The threshold tω is
here taken equal to 0.4, which is the value for which the maximum
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difference between the probability density function p(f > tω ) between the filtered and unfiltered turbulence was observed [3]. Sensor f , as defined in (1), does not depend on the subgrid model used
and on the kind of discretization used to actually solve the filtered
transport equations. In principle, it can be coupled with any subgrid model and any numerical scheme. We have chosen to implement the standard Smagorinsky model as subgrid model,
1

SGS
τijSGS + τkk
= ρνδ Sij ,

3

qSGS
=ρ
i

νδ ∂
Prt ∂ xi

νδ = (Cs δ)2 |S |

E

where Sij is the rate of strain tensor and |S | its norm. Constant Cs
has been set equal to 0.1, which is the standard value used in the
LES of shear flows, and Prt , the turbulent Prandtl number, is taken
equal to 1. The initial flow configuration is an axially symmetric
cylindrical jet in a parallelepiped domain, described by a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z ). The initial jet velocity is along the
y-direction; its symmetry axis is defined by (x = 0, z = 0). The
interface between the jet and the surrounding ambient medium
is described by a smooth velocity and density transition in order
to avoid the spurious oscillations that can be introduced by a sharp
discontinuity. The longitudinal velocity profile is thus initialized as
u(r ) =

Fig. 1. Scheme of the computational domain and boundary conditions. The initial
condition is represented by the grey cylinder of radius R. The initial velocity field is
a laminar parallel flow, with an initial Mach number equal to 5, perturbed by eight
waves which have an amplitude equal to 5% of the axis jet velocity and a wavelength
from 1.25 to 10 times π R.

U0
cosh(r /a)m

where r 2 = x2 + z 2 is the distance from the jet axis, R is the jet
radius and U0 the jet velocity. m is a smoothing parameter which
has been set equal to 4. The same smoothing has been used for the
initial density distribution,


ρ(r ) = ρ0j ν −

ν−1
cosh(r /a)m



where ρ0j is the initial density inside the jet ambient and ν is the
ratio between the ambient density at infinity to that of on the jet
axis. A value of ν larger than one implies that the jet is lighter than
the external medium. The mean pressure is set to a uniform value
p0 , that is, we are considering a situation where there is initially
a pressure equilibrium between the jet and the surrounding environment. This initial mean profile is perturbed at t = 0 by adding
longitudinal disturbances on the transversal velocity components
whose amplitude is 5% of the jet velocity and whose wavenumber
is up to eight times the fundamental wavenumber 2π /Ly ,
ux (x, y, z ) =
uz (x, y, z ) =

0.05

8

cosh(r /a)

m

0.05

U0




sin n

2π

n =0

U
m 0

cosh(r /a)

8

n =0


cos n

Ly
2π
Ly

y + ϕn



y + ϕn



with ϕn random phase shifts, so that even the perturbation with
the shortest wavelength is, initially, fully resolved. The integration
domain is −Lx ≤ x ≤ Lx , 0 ≤ y ≤ Ly and −Lx ≤ z ≤ Lx , with
Lx = 2π R and Ly = 10π R. We have used periodic boundary conditions in the longitudinal y direction, while free flow conditions are
used in the lateral directions. A scheme of the initial flow configuration used in the simulations is shown in Fig. 1.
In the following, all data have been made dimensionless by
expressing lengths in units of the initial jet radius R, times in
units
 of the sound crossing time of the radius R/c0 , where c0 =
γ p0 /ρ0j is the reference sound velocity of the initial conditions,
velocities in units of c0 (thus dimensionless velocities coincide with
the initial Mach number), densities in units of ρ0j and pressures in
units of p0 .
Eqs. (2)–(4) have been solved, in Cartesian geometry, using
an extension of the PLUTO code [15], which is a Godunov-type

Fig. 2. Contour plots at t = 28 of the probability that f ≥ tω (see Eq. (1)) and
thus the probability that subgrid terms are introduced in the selective LES balance
equation by the localization procedure. The lines represent the points where the
longitudinal velocity u/U0 is constant, where U0 is the jet axis mean velocity. All
data in this figure have been computed averaging on lines parallel to the jet axis. A
three-dimensional animation which shows the time evolution of the underresolved
regions where the subgrid terms are introduced in the selective LES can be seen in
the supplemental material (see the Appendix).

code that supplies a series of high-resolution shock-capturing
schemes [16] that are particularly suitable for the present application, because of their low numerical dissipation. In fact, as
pointed out by [17], a high numerical viscosity can overwhelms the
subgrid-scale terms effects. The code has been extended by adding
the subgrid fluxes and the computation of the functional f which
allows to perform the selective large-eddy simulation. For this application, a third order accurate in space and second order in time
Piecewise-Parabolic-Method (PPM) has been chosen.
We have performed three simulations of a jet with an initial
Mach number equal to 5 and a density ratio ν equal to 10. The density ratio is an important parameter in such flow configuration, as
it has been shown that it has a strong influence on the temporal
evolution and on the flow entrainment as it has been shown by numerical simulations and laboratory experiments [18]. The selective
LES of the jet has been carried out on a 320 × 1282 uniform grid. A
uniform grids avoids the need to cope with the non-commutation
terms in the governing equations (see, e.g. [19]). Moreover, three
additional simulations were performed for comparison: a standard
non selective LES where the subgrid model was introduced in the
whole domain, which is obtained by forcing H ≡ 1 in Eqs. (2)–(4),
and two Euler simulations, which formally can be obtained by
putting H ≡ 0, one with the same resolution of the Large Eddy
Simulations and one which uses a finer grid (640 × 2562 ).
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Fig. 3. Top panel: pressure distribution in a longitudinal section at t = 32: (a) selective LES, (b) standard LES, (c) low resolution pseudo-DNS, and (d) higher resolution
pseudo-DNS. The figures show the contour levels of log10 (p/p0 ), the mean flow is from bottom to top. Bottom panel: local difference between the lower resolution
simulations and the higher resolution pseudo-DNS at t /τ = 32: (e) selective LES, (f) standard LES, and (g) low resolution pseudo-DNS. The figures show the contour
levels of (pLES − pDNS )/p0 . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3. Results
In this study we follow the temporal evolution of a portion of a
highly compressible jet with an initial Mach number equal to 5. Our
physical system is that of an ideal highly compressible jet flow represented by an Initial Value Problem formulation, where the initial
energy is not forced to be constant in time and the initially smooth
distribution of momentum, density and thermal energy per unit
volume are perturbed by a set of eight longitudinal velocity disturbances randomly out of phase. The largest wavelength is 10π
times the initial radius of the jet and the amplitude is 5% of the
initial mean velocity. The model that we use considers the fluid as
ideal and focus on the hydrodynamics aspects of hypersonic jets as
viewed in the astrophysical context. In synthesis, through momentum conservation, due to the interaction with the ambient fluid and
the associated entrainment process and the loss associated to the
formation of shocks and related acoustic emission, the velocity inside the jet decreases, while the width and the mass flow grow. It
should be noted that our computational domain is an observation
window where we see the full interaction between the jet and the

ambient up to about 6 times scales, which is the time where the information reaches the computational frontier. Afterwards the visibility on the interaction is partial and is limited to the central part
of the physical system. Anyway, in the computational domain, the
total energy remains constant in the first stage of the evolution. The
kinetic energy decay, in fact, is initially compensated by the thermal energy increase due to the shocks formation and the (numerical) dissipation activated by the development of the small scales.
Afterwards, the kinetic energy of the fluctuation decays as well as
the related dissipation. The total energy in the computational domain decays for t > 30.
As it is known from previous studies on the subject (e.g. [20–23,
13,14] for three-dimensional jets and [24–26] for two dimensional
or axisymmetric jets), four main stages can be identified in the
temporal evolution of hypersonic jets. In the first phase, the unstable modes introduced by the perturbations grow up in agreement
to the linear theory. In the end of this stage, their growth leads to
the formation of internal shocks. This stage is followed by a second
phase where the jet is globally deformed and shocks are driven in
the external medium, thus carrying momentum and energy away
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Fig. 4. Top panel: visualization of the density variation in a longitudinal section at t = 32: (a) selective LES, (b) standard LES, (c) low resolution pseudo-DNS, and (d) higher
resolution pseudo-DNS. The figures show the contour levels of log10 (ρ/ρ0j ), the mean flow is from bottom to top. Bottom panel: visualization of the local difference between
the lower resolution simulations and the higher resolution pseudo-DNS density fields at t /τ = 32: (e) selective LES, (f) standard LES, and (g) low resolution pseudo-DNS. The
figures show the contour levels of (ρLES − ρDNS )/ρ0j . For a quantification of the average differences along the radial direction, see Fig. 8, panels d and e. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

from the jet. At this point a third stage, called mixing stage, occurs:
as a consequence of the shock evolution, mixing between the jet
and external material begins to occur. The longitudinal momentum, initially concentrated inside the jet radius, is spread over a
much larger region by the mixing process. In the fourth final stage
the jet can reach a statistically quasi-stationary phase if over-dense
with respect to the ambient, otherwise the mean and fluctuating
velocity field decay, a light jet in the long term is in fact going to be
essentially destroyed by the interaction with the ambient medium.
An overview of the thermal and kinetic energy time evolution of
the jets here studied can be found in Fig. 10.
The onset of these stages depend upon the values of the Mach
number and density ratio, and the choice of the initial perturbation
amplitudes and phase can change the temporal length of the
initial stage, but the global pattern of the jet evolution remain
unchanged [21,26,24].
The initial growth of the kinetic energy of the fluctuations is associated to the formation of small scales. The mixing phase where
the flow can be considered turbulent is reached after about 15–20

initial sound crossing times. At this point, the resolution could not
be enough to solve all the scales and, consequently, the momentum and energy transport due to presence of sub-grid scales should
be introduced: the sub-grid terms must be active in the underresolved regions. Fig. 2 shows, in our selective large-eddy simulation, the probability that the sensor f is larger than the threshold,
that is, that sub-grid scales are present, at t = 28. At this stage
about 40%–60% of the jet is under-resolved and sub-grid terms are
applied in such zones. At the same time, the external ambient is
still resolved with the LES grid. In the last stage of the simulation
the total energy of the flow inside the computational domain reduces by about 20% due to the reduced dissipation associated to
the decay of the fluctuation kinetic energy and to lateral acoustic
wave radiation, see again [21]. The mean flow becomes subsonic –
the Mach number becomes about 0.5 at the end of the simulation –
and the kinetic energy of the fluctuations is reduced by about 40%.
In this phase the extension of the under-resolved regions is likewise reduced and the effect of the inclusion of sub-grid terms on
the flow dynamics becomes gradually milder.
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Fig. 5. Top panel: kinetic energy per unit mass of the fluctuating velocity field in a longitudinal section at t = 28: (a) selective LES, (b) standard LES, (c) low resolution
pseudo-DNS, and (d) higher resolution pseudo-DNS. The figures show the contour levels of E = (u˜′x2 + u˜′y2 + u˜′z2 )/2, the mean flow is from bottom to top. Bottom panel:
local difference between the lower resolution simulations and the higher resolution pseudo-DNS at t /τ = 28: (e) selective LES, (f) standard LES, and (g) low resolution
pseudo-DNS. The figures show the contour levels of (ELES − EDNS ). Note that in this panel the zero is not central with respect to the legend and is represented by a light blue
nuance. This is due to the fact that low resolution simulations retain more energy with respect to the high resolution one. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The effect of the subgrid scale terms can be qualitatively appreciated in the visualizations of the pressure and density fields.
A visualization of the pressure field in a longitudinal section at
t = 32 is shown in Fig. 3(a)–(d) for the four simulations (selective LES, classical LES, low resolution Euler and high resolution Euler simulation). The comparison shows the larger dissipation and
the small scale suppression produced by the non selective use of
the subgrid model in the whole domain. This is even more evident in the plot of the density field (Fig. 4(a)–(d)): subgrid terms
used in the whole volume of flow tend to delay the mixing of the
jet and reduce the spreading of the jet material. Parts (e)–(g) of
Figs. 3 and 4 present the difference between the pressure and densities predicted, at t = 32, by the lower resolution simulations and
the higher resolution pseudo-DNS. The selective LES mainly introduces, in comparison with the higher resolution simulation, a shift
on the pressure/density fluctuations in the longitudinal direction,
while the standard LES mainly tends to suppress the density fluctuations at the jet border and thus reduces the flow entrainment.

In Fig. 5, analogue visualizations of the kinetic energy field
in longitudinal jet sections at t = 28 are shown. This figure is
collateral to Fig. 11 which presents the evolution of the mean and
fluctuating kinetic energy and of the thermal energy in the high
resolution simulation. In the lower panel of Fig. 5, the contour levels of (ELES − EDNS ) are shown. Here, it should be noted that the
zero is not central with respect to the legend and is represented by
a light blue nuance. This is due to the fact that low resolution simulations typically retain more energy with respect to the high resolution one. Anyway, the more uniformly light blue is the image the
lower is the difference with the high resolution flow simulation.
One can notice, that the selective LES performs slightly better than
the low resolution Euler simulation and definitively better than the
standard LES.
The time evolution of the enstrophy distribution at two time
instants far from the initial one is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of
the distance from the centre of the jet. While the agreement between the enstrophy distribution obtained with the selective LES
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Fig. 6. Radial distribution of the enstrophy ωi′ ωi′ as a function of the distance r from the axis of the jet. All averages have been computed as space averages on cylinders at
constant r = 2.

Fig. 7. Longitudinal one dimensional spectra of the turbulent kinetic energy obtained by considering all data on the cylindrical surface at r = 2, computed as the Fourier
transform of the two-point correlations of the fluctuating kinetic energy ρ ui ui /2.

simulation and with the reference high resolution Euler simulation is fair, the non selective simulation damps out the vorticity
magnitude in the centre of the jet and in the outer part, and introduces a spurious accumulation in the intermediate radial region.
As a results, the vorticity dynamics is highly modified. The overall effect is a delay in the formation of the turbulent structures,
as it is evident when the spectrum of the turbulent kinetic energy
is considered. The selective LES performs better than the low resolution Euler simulation: enstrophy profiles remain closer to the
ones obtained from the higher resolution pseudo-DNS. Figs. 7 and
8 show the one dimensional longitudinal kinetic energy and the

fluctuating density spectra at r = 2, that is in the intermittent region between the jet core and the surrounding ambient. All spectra
have been computed by averaging on points at the same distance
from the jet axis. It can be noted that, in the non selective LES, the
growth of fluctuations is much slower and, as a consequence, they
have much less energy in the first stage of evolution. Moreover,
even when the energy of the fluctuations in the non selective LES
reaches levels comparable with those of both the selective LES and
the higher resolution run (t = 28 and 36), there is a significant
concentration of energy in the low wave-number region, which becomes even more pronounced in the later stages (t = 36). This is
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Fig. 8. Longitudinal one dimensional spectra of the density fluctuations obtained by considering all data at a distance from the jet axis equal to r = 2.

consistent with the higher level of enstrophy seen in Fig. 6 for the
non selective LES at a similar distances from the centre of the jet.
Thus, we can observe that the selective introduction of the subgrid model yields spectral distributions of the energy much closer,
with respect to the standard LES, to the distribution shown by the
high resolution Euler simulation. The Euler low resolution simulation tends, in the final stage of evolution (t = 28 and 36), to accumulate more energy in the resolved scales than the selective LES,
a sign of the inability of the numerical diffusion alone to properly
account the energy transfer toward sub-grid scales.
A more quantitative assessment of the impact of the different
modelling procedures on the overall flow features can be made by
considering the mean quantities, in particular the velocity and density longitudinal distribution and the jet thickness. All the lower
resolution simulations tend to overestimate the velocity and the
kinetic energy and to underestimate the density in the jet core as
shown in Fig. 9, which shows the difference between the mean profiles obtained by the lower resolution simulations (selective LES,
standard LES, Euler) and the higher resolution pseudo-DNS. The
overall better lower resolution simulation prediction is obtained
by the selective LES, the worst by the standard LES. The Euler simulation performs worse than the selective LES, even if the difference
between the two simulations tends to become smaller in the final
stage of the simulation.
To evaluate the spreading rate of the jet, we consider the
geometrical thickness δu of the velocity profiles, here defined as the
distance from the jet axis where u/U0 = 0.5, and the geometrical
thickness δρ of the density profiles, defined as the distance from
the jet axis where ρ = (ρ(0) + ρ(∞))/2 (see Fig. 10). While

the geometrical velocity thickness δu does not seem to show a
high sensitivity to the flow modelling, the density thickness clearly
indicates the delay in the growth of the standard LES, which
produces a reduced entrainment.
The temporal growth rate of the jet thickness can be transformed in an equivalent spatial growth rate by means of the Taylor
transformation x = U0 t, that is,
dδ
dx

=

1 dδ
U0 dt

.

In the first part of the simulation, up to t = 15, the thickness grows
very slowly. In this stage there the initial perturbations are still
growing [20] and the mixing between the jet and external material
is not yet begun. The high resolution simulation has, in the second
part of the simulation, an equivalent spatial growth rate of the velocity thickness δu equal to 0.029. The low resolution simulations
begin the with a small delay and temporal growth rates are similar,
the equivalent spatial growth rates are smaller: 0.025 for the selective LES, 0.023 for the Euler simulation and 0.013 for the standard
LES. The high resolution simulation and the standard LES growth
rates are in line with what can be expected in such a flow [3,7].
The growth rate of the density thickness δρ is about 0.058 for the
high resolution simulation, 0.052 for the selective LES, 0.022 for the
standard LES and 0.049 for the Euler low resolution simulation. Part
of the disagreement between the growth rates of the four simulations is due to the different longitudinal velocity U0 predicted by
the simulations. The large delay in the growth of turbulence structures induced by the standard non selective LES, which is visible in
the velocity and density spectra (see Figs. 7 and 8), is clearly evident also in the jet thickness, which presents a lower growth rate.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the low and high resolution simulations. Radial distribution of the mean velocity difference, 1U = U − UHR (Panels a and b) and mean density
difference, ∆ρ = ρ − ρHR (Panels d and e) at t = 28 and t = 36, where UHR is the high resolution mean velocity profile represented by the black lines in panels a and b
and ρHR is the high resolution mean density profile represented by the black lines in panels d and e. Panel c: normalized velocity difference Eu =
Panel f: normalized density difference Eρ =

 2π R
0

|∆ρ|dr /

 2π R
0

 2π R
0

|1U |dr /

 2π R
0

UHR dr,

ρHR dr, where a is the initial jet radius.

This delay can be attributed to the overestimation of unresolved
subgrid scales transport made by the standard non selective LES
model, which leads to an initial damping of the resolved large scale
structures which are mainly responsible for the jet entrainment.
As the turbulent energy associated with the fluctuation starts to
decay, one can expect that the difference between the selective LES
and the low resolution Euler simulation tends to become smaller.
This can be observed from the mean velocity and density profiles
in Fig. 9 and from the longitudinal spectra (Figs. 7 and 8). The
depletion of the energy associated to the smaller scale motions in
fact make the flow less turbulent. As shown in Fig. 11, the kinetic
energy of the velocity fluctuations reaches a maximum around t =
26, becomes larger then the mean flow kinetic energy after t = 28
but then decreases by about 40% before the end of the simulation.
During this depletion of the jet energy, the volume of the regions
where sub-grid scale terms are used is likewise reduced. Therefore,
it should be expected that the difference between the selective LES
and the low resolution Euler simulation tends to be less relevant.

4. Concluding remarks
In this work we show that the selective Large Eddy Simulation,
which is based on the use of a scalar probe function f – a function of
the magnitude of the local stretching–tilting term of the vorticity
equation – can be conveniently applied to the simulation of time
evolving compressible jets. In the present simulation, the probe
function f has been coupled with the standard Smagorinsky subgrid model. However, it should be noted that the probe function
f can be used together with any model because f simply acts
as an independent switch for the introduction of a sub-grid
model. The main results is that even a simple model can give
acceptable results when selectively used together with a sub-grid
scale localization procedure. In fact, the comparison among the
four kinds of simulations (selective LES, standard LES, low and
high resolution pseudo Euler direct numerical simulations) here
carried out shows that this method can improve the dynamical
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Fig. 10. Temporal evolution of the jet width: (a) velocity thickness δu , defined as the distance between the jet axis and the position where the normalized mean velocity
U /U0 is equal to 0.5; (b) density thickness δρ , defined as the distance between the jet axis and the position where the mean density is equal to the average between the jet
axis density and the external ambient density.

since the numerical diffusion depends on the algorithm used and
on the grid spacing and cannot be conveniently controlled.
The computing time of the selective LES is about one third larger
than that of the low resolution Euler simulation and seven times
smaller than the one of the higher resolution Euler simulation.
Therefore, a selective LES could be more convenient than a better
resolved Euler simulation. Because of this properties, given the
modest computational burden brought to the simulation, the
application of the selective procedure to the simulation of complex
flows – in particular highly compressible free flows as, for instance,
astrophysical jets – seems promising.
Acknowledgement

Fig. 11. Evolution of the mean kinetic energy ρ uk uk /2 and internal energy ρ e in the
computational domain, high resolution pseudo-DNS simulation. The kinetic energy
has been decomposed into the sum of the energy of the mean flow ρ ũk ũk and of the

energy of the fluctuations ρ u
k uk . The tilde denotes density weighted Favre average:
ũk = ρ uk /ρ . All values have been normalized by the initial energy ρ uk uk /2+ρ e. The
evolution of the kinetic energy of the fluctuations determines the extension of the
underresolved regions where subgrid terms must be introduced in the governing
equations; see the movie in the supplementary material visible online (see the
Appendix).

properties of the simulated field. In particular, the selective LES
hugely improves the spectral distribution of energy and density
over the resolved scales, the enstrophy radial distribution and the
mean velocity (up to the 200%) and density profiles (up to the
100%) with respect to the standard LES. Furthermore, this method
avoids the artificial over-damping of the unstable modes at the jet
border which in the standard large eddy simulation inhibits the jet
lateral growth. In comparison with an Euler simulation which uses
the same resolution, the selective LES clearly improves the flow
prediction when the field is reach in small scales (up to the 50% on
the momentum and 4% on the density fields). If, as in the example
here shown, the kinetic energy in the small scales is not steady
in the mean and decays, the improvement due to the use of the
selective LES in the long term reduces. Thus, in flow simulations
where the small scales are transient in time these two methods
asymptotically offer same results.
In synthesis, the selective LES explicitly introduces the sub-grid
flows of momentum and energy in the governing equations in the
regions of the flow where turbulence is physically present. In this
way, one does not rely on the numerical diffusion to mimic the
overall behaviour of all unresolved scales. This is a positive feature,
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Appendix. Supplementary data
Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2013.06.012.
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